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 Lorain has been a prisoner of secrets almost all of Lorain has been a prisoner of secrets almost all of
her life. At the age of thirteen, she'd managed toher life. At the age of thirteen, she'd managed to
keep her pregnancy a secret, discarding the infantkeep her pregnancy a secret, discarding the infant
she'd given birth to and leaving it for dead. She alsoshe'd given birth to and leaving it for dead. She also
never revealed the fact that the baby's father wasnever revealed the fact that the baby's father was
her middle school guidance counselor. Years later,her middle school guidance counselor. Years later,
Lorain's mother had finally met the love of her life,Lorain's mother had finally met the love of her life,
and Lorain couldn't find the courage to tell herand Lorain couldn't find the courage to tell her
mother that her new beau was the man whomother that her new beau was the man who
molested Lorain. To complicate matters, Lorainmolested Lorain. To complicate matters, Lorain
discovered that the baby she'd abandoned all thosediscovered that the baby she'd abandoned all those
years ago had survived, and God had placed Lorainyears ago had survived, and God had placed Lorain
in the now adult child's life. It seemed liked thein the now adult child's life. It seemed liked the
legacy of secrets had been passed on, tolegacy of secrets had been passed on, to
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Macroeconomics (4th Edition)Macroeconomics (4th Edition)

  Learn economics through real business examples.  Learn economics through real business examples.
Hubbard/O'Brien explains the basics of economicsHubbard/O'Brien explains the basics of economics
by demonstrating how real businesses useby demonstrating how real businesses use
economics to make real decisions everyday. This iseconomics to make real decisions everyday. This is
something all readers can connect to, as theysomething all readers can connect to, as they
encounter businesses in their dailyencounter businesses in their daily

Knopf Guide: Paris (Knopf Guides)Knopf Guide: Paris (Knopf Guides)

 "Combines the beauty of a coffee-table tome with "Combines the beauty of a coffee-table tome with
the hard facts and compact size of a traditionalthe hard facts and compact size of a traditional
guidebook." -- VogueA city of incomparable beauty,guidebook." -- VogueA city of incomparable beauty,
culture and history, Paris has enchanted writersculture and history, Paris has enchanted writers
from Balzac to Hemingway and artists from Monetfrom Balzac to Hemingway and artists from Monet
to Picasso. Paris is the place travto Picasso. Paris is the place trav

The Gut-Brain Axis: Dietary, Probiotic, andThe Gut-Brain Axis: Dietary, Probiotic, and
Prebiotic Interventions on the MicrobiotaPrebiotic Interventions on the Microbiota

 The Gut-Brain Axis: Dietary, Probiotic, and The Gut-Brain Axis: Dietary, Probiotic, and
Prebiotic Interventions on the Microbiota examinesPrebiotic Interventions on the Microbiota examines
the potential for microbial manipulation as athe potential for microbial manipulation as a
therapeutic avenue in central nervous systemtherapeutic avenue in central nervous system
disorders in which an altered microbiota has beendisorders in which an altered microbiota has been
implicated, and explores the mechanisms,implicated, and explores the mechanisms,
sometimes common, by wsometimes common, by w

Climate Change Law and Policy: EU and USClimate Change Law and Policy: EU and US
ApproachesApproaches

 Existing climate change governance regimes in the Existing climate change governance regimes in the
US and the EU contain complex mixtures ofUS and the EU contain complex mixtures of
regulatory, market, voluntary, and research-basedregulatory, market, voluntary, and research-based
strategies. The EU has adopted an approach tostrategies. The EU has adopted an approach to
climate change that is based on mandatoryclimate change that is based on mandatory
greenhouse gas emission reductions; it is groundedgreenhouse gas emission reductions; it is grounded
in 'hard' law measin 'hard' law meas
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What others say about this ebook:What others say about this ebook:

Review 1:Review 1:
Before I begin this review, I'd like to extend a warm and gracious thank you to the author, E.N.Before I begin this review, I'd like to extend a warm and gracious thank you to the author, E.N.
Joy, for providing me with a complimentary copy of You Get What You Pray For in exchange for aJoy, for providing me with a complimentary copy of You Get What You Pray For in exchange for a
well-written, lengthy, honest review. As promised E.N. here's the review below.....well-written, lengthy, honest review. As promised E.N. here's the review below.....

My Review:My Review:

E.N. Joy's You Get What You Pray For is the first novel I'm reading by the author. I'm not very bigE.N. Joy's You Get What You Pray For is the first novel I'm reading by the author. I'm not very big
on Christian fiction especially when the title "urban" precedes it because the word "urban" doeson Christian fiction especially when the title "urban" precedes it because the word "urban" does
give the notion that it'll end up being generic and ghetto. Now, this novel wasn't totally bad, ingive the notion that it'll end up being generic and ghetto. Now, this novel wasn't totally bad, in
fact I was pleasantly surprised at how E.N. was able to extract the worldly views of some peoplefact I was pleasantly surprised at how E.N. was able to extract the worldly views of some people
and New Day Temple of Faith remains the focus with religion. There are many advantages andand New Day Temple of Faith remains the focus with religion. There are many advantages and
disadvantages to this novel, which is why I couldn't decide whether or not I'd give it a 4 or 5. Idisadvantages to this novel, which is why I couldn't decide whether or not I'd give it a 4 or 5. I
allowed myself to think about all aspects of the novel which is why I didn't post a book reviewallowed myself to think about all aspects of the novel which is why I didn't post a book review
right away. But in a nutshell here are my thoughts about this novel.right away. But in a nutshell here are my thoughts about this novel.

Disadvantages:Disadvantages:

I do wish I hadn't read this novel first since it's the last book in the series, for one because thereI do wish I hadn't read this novel first since it's the last book in the series, for one because there
were some spoiler alerts from the second book about Nicholas' proposal to Lorain in addition towere some spoiler alerts from the second book about Nicholas' proposal to Lorain in addition to
some background information about Lorain's life prior to becoming his wife.some background information about Lorain's life prior to becoming his wife.

Eleanor brought this uncanny humor with her and I wished she had more parts in the novel sinceEleanor brought this uncanny humor with her and I wished she had more parts in the novel since
I felt like she was the only character in the novel with some common sense.I felt like she was the only character in the novel with some common sense.

I could have done without Chapter Twenty-Two which was a whole scene where the dance momsI could have done without Chapter Twenty-Two which was a whole scene where the dance moms
were discussing their views on relationship based on an episode of Mary Mary. It was beyondwere discussing their views on relationship based on an episode of Mary Mary. It was beyond
boring and I almost put down the novel because of it.boring and I almost put down the novel because of it.

At times the writing seemed too casual while other times it was as if she was writing a self-helpAt times the writing seemed too casual while other times it was as if she was writing a self-help
book for those who need to know how to live the rich life.book for those who need to know how to live the rich life.

There wasn't a proper resolution. The vow renewal between Lorain and Nicholas seemed like E.N.There wasn't a proper resolution. The vow renewal between Lorain and Nicholas seemed like E.N.
Joy was trying to tie up loose ends. I didn't feel like Korica got her justice and I wanted moreJoy was trying to tie up loose ends. I didn't feel like Korica got her justice and I wanted more
drama, more background to understand the story as a whole.drama, more background to understand the story as a whole.

Advantages:Advantages:

Soap opera quality of the plot which I really appreciate.Soap opera quality of the plot which I really appreciate.

Well-developed characters and although all of them were great my favorite was Eleanor who I willWell-developed characters and although all of them were great my favorite was Eleanor who I will
forever associate with the word "Ratchet". I didn't find her meddling, just entertaining to breakforever associate with the word "Ratchet". I didn't find her meddling, just entertaining to break
the monotony of the story which seemed to drag on at times.the monotony of the story which seemed to drag on at times.

I am a fan of E.N. Joy and look forward to reading more of her work.I am a fan of E.N. Joy and look forward to reading more of her work.

Overall, You Get What You Pray For teaches a valuable lesson that sometimes to have it all youOverall, You Get What You Pray For teaches a valuable lesson that sometimes to have it all you
must first lose it all and sacrifice your wants and needs and everything your heart desires for themust first lose it all and sacrifice your wants and needs and everything your heart desires for the
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next individual. It's definitely a book I believe everyone (in particular mother vs. daughter) shouldnext individual. It's definitely a book I believe everyone (in particular mother vs. daughter) should
read.read.

Final star rating: 3!Final star rating: 3!

 Review 2: Review 2:
Speechless, the characters in this book was off the chain but I loved all the drama. I was on theSpeechless, the characters in this book was off the chain but I loved all the drama. I was on the
edge of my seat waiting to read what happens next. I can't wait to see what E.N.Joy comes upedge of my seat waiting to read what happens next. I can't wait to see what E.N.Joy comes up
with next because she writes some good books.This was definitely a must read and I wouldwith next because she writes some good books.This was definitely a must read and I would
recommend this book to others.recommend this book to others.

 Review 3: Review 3:
Good book.Good book.

 Review 4: Review 4:
You Get What You Pray For Review.You Get What You Pray For Review.
Don't Read Me Read a Book had the pleasure of reading and reviewing You Get What You PrayDon't Read Me Read a Book had the pleasure of reading and reviewing You Get What You Pray
For by Author EN Joy. As always she delivered a novel that was written with purpose and healingFor by Author EN Joy. As always she delivered a novel that was written with purpose and healing
within its pages.within its pages.
As a group we granted the book 4 stars. The book was well written with a storyline that wasAs a group we granted the book 4 stars. The book was well written with a storyline that was
realistic and full of drama. This book is a perfect example of how unresolved issues can show uprealistic and full of drama. This book is a perfect example of how unresolved issues can show up
and force you to face the music.and force you to face the music.
If you are looking for a book based on hidden secrets, and family drama ,then this is definitely aIf you are looking for a book based on hidden secrets, and family drama ,then this is definitely a
book you need to add to your reading list.book you need to add to your reading list.
As a group each member found themselves able to relate to the issues that the main characterAs a group each member found themselves able to relate to the issues that the main character
had to face. This story will make you laugh, cry, and provide you insight into family dynamicshad to face. This story will make you laugh, cry, and provide you insight into family dynamics
that are often pushed under the rug. This is an excellent read for young women of all walks ofthat are often pushed under the rug. This is an excellent read for young women of all walks of
life, especially young ladies that may find themselves looking for courage and healing.life, especially young ladies that may find themselves looking for courage and healing.

 Review 5: Review 5:
This is not my usual genre that i read BUT this storyline was so good. It felt like a real lifeThis is not my usual genre that i read BUT this storyline was so good. It felt like a real life
experience.. All sinners have a future and ALL saints have a past!!! Noone is perfect and life hasexperience.. All sinners have a future and ALL saints have a past!!! Noone is perfect and life has
a way of humbling you by reminding you of where you came from. Lorain is every woman ina way of humbling you by reminding you of where you came from. Lorain is every woman in
some ways. I love Nicholas.. And Unique was truly a STRONG woman!! This story gets 4 starssome ways. I love Nicholas.. And Unique was truly a STRONG woman!! This story gets 4 stars
from me..there were no noticeable errors which is a plus in today's literary world!! Great book ifrom me..there were no noticeable errors which is a plus in today's literary world!! Great book i
totally recommend it!!!!totally recommend it!!!!
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